The world production of steel comes to about 1.350 million tons a year. Forty-five percent of that is made up of low carbon ferritic products (C < 0.10%) while of the remaining amount, 25%, 25%, 10% and 20%, respectively, are ferritic-perlitic steels (C = 0.25%), perlitic (C = 0.80%) and special products (stainless steel and high alloys). If we consider the variety of steel production methods, 65% is made using blast furnaces, BF – basic oxygen converter, BOF: BF-BOF, while the remaining 35% is made using an electric arc furnace.

Manganese has always been common in steel production, in both carbon steels and special products. However in recent years its role as an alloying element has been especially valuable due to the importance of high-strength and high tenacity steels. The presence of manganese in ferritic steel products simultaneously improves both resistance (yield strength, $\sigma_y$) and toughness (ITT °C, Impact Transition Temperature), something that is not typical of alloying elements of substitutional and interstitial character.

Regarding the new generations of IF (Interstitial Free) steels, it can be said that the role of carbon and the interstitial elements (nitrogen, hydrogen and boron) has been relegated to the category of impurity. The presence of these elements notably reduces the tenacity of the product. For this reason, the content of carbon and nitrogen in commercial ferromanganese used in the production of ferritic steels needs to be evaluated. Recently, markets have opened up for refined low carbon ferromanganese and electrolytic steels that were unimaginable just a few years ago.
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Commercial ferromanganese (Fe – 75% Mn) can reach carbon contents as low as 2.0%. High-quality refined ferromanganese with a carbon content of less than 1.0% is in demand. However, it is necessary to use a new reducing agent (Fe-Mn-Si), which results in a final product (refined low carbon ferromanganese) containing silicon (from 0.30 to 0.80% Si), and the consequences of this must be faced. The industry has tried to avoid these complications by encouraging the production of electrolytic manganese. The main drawback of using electrolytic manganese steel is its cost of US$3,000/t. compared to US$1,500 / t. of low-carbon ferromanganese: Fe – 75% Mn with less than 1.0% C [1, 2].

2. BYPRODUCTS OF THE BOF PROCESS

In Figure 1 can be seen the general characteristics of the thermal refining process of iron in a BOF-LD converter with a gas mixture as follows: oxygen at a speed of dimensionless Mach 2.2 enters through lances in the upper part, while inert or lightly oxidizing gases (CO₂) are injected through nozzles in the bottom [3].

**Fig. 1. Block diagram for the LD process (conventional slag)**

Within the scope of this paper, it is of interest to note the nature and characteristics of the slag and dust produced by the metallurgical activity of pig iron refining. There are two options when it comes to handling LD dust:

a) Recycling it to sintering
b) Cold agglomerating with Portland cement [4].
Kinetically, reactions in the BOF-LD are very fast: the processing time is between 16 and 20 minutes, depending on the quality of carbon steel sought. The first 4–5 minutes of oxygen blowing are, kinetically speaking, not very productive: the decrease in the percentage of carbon is around 0.50% (500 thousandths of carbon). This phenomenon is usually attributed to the fact that the slag responsible for the kinetics of refining in BOF-LD is not yet formed. That is, from the kinetic point of view, it is accepted that there is an induction period of 4–5 minutes [5].

Typically, the products used for the LD slag are steel quality lime (CaO) and iron ore (coarse grain size, 20–50 mm) or sinter. During the induction period (4–5 minutes), in addition to the reactions of iron refining by the oxygen gas dissolved in the molten metal, the corresponding reactions which will result in the formation of molten slag are taking place: the heating of oxides and the beginning of the corresponding eutectic reactions.

In the case of BOF-LD processing, slag can be simulated by a compound formed by pseudo-ternary CaO-FeO-SiO₂. The information provided by this triad indicates that the temperature of 1,125 ºC produced the following eutectic reaction among solid solutions (ss) of CaO, FeO and dicalcium silicate:

\[
\text{CaO (ss)} + \text{FeO(ss)} + \text{Ca}_2\text{SiO}_4 \text{(s)} \leftrightarrow \text{Liquid (28% CaO; 71% FeO and 1% SiO}_2)\]

One thing that we want to do in this paper is to introduce the concept of "preformed synthetic slag". If a product containing all the compounds of the aforementioned ternary eutectic reaction with features similar to those of a sinter or pellet could be obtained outside the converter, it would be the ideal "preformed synthetic slag" for the BOF-LD. If in addition, as a result of homogenization-agglomeration processes, the "preformed synthetic slag" could be introduced into the converter preheated, it would substantially reduce the induction period in the process of BOF-LD refining.

As shown in Figure 1, those chemicals involved in the ternary eutectic reaction of BOL-LD steel production are usually introduced separately and not as a single compound. The induction time, therefore, is equivalent to the sum of the following contributions:

a) The amount of time needed to heat the materials from ambient temperature.
b) The amount of time required for the reduction of iron oxides.
c) The time necessary to form the corresponding solid solutions (ss, CaO-FeO).
d) The time it takes to synthesize dicalcium silicate, Ca₂SiO₄.
e) Or, the time needed for the terniary eutectic reaction itself.

3. NEW FORMATION OF LD SLAG

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed changes affect only the physical-chemical characteristics and subsequent handling of by-products (LD slag and converter dust), not the operational guidelines currently in force in BOF-LD plants. Finally, it is important to note that in meeting the new specifications for the proposed LD slag, as can be seen in Figure 2, the manganese on annealing reaches levels of 1.0%.
Based on data provided by Jung et al. [6], the coefficient of distribution, or distribution of manganese between the slag ($\%\, \text{MnO}_{\text{slag}}$) and the metal ($\%\, \text{Mn}_{\text{Fe-C}}$), equals:

\[
\log \left( \frac{\%\, \text{MnO}_{\text{slag}}}{\%\, \text{Mn}_{\text{Fe-C}}} \right) = \frac{14.270}{T(K)} - 6.55
\]

For a temperature of 1873 K (1600 °C)

\[
\frac{\%\, \text{MnO}_{\text{slag}}}{\%\, \text{Mn}_{\text{Fe-C}}} = 11.72
\]

where ($\%\, \text{MnO}_{\text{slag}} = 12$, referring to Figure 2, the value of ($\%\, \text{Mn}_{\text{Fe-C}} = 1.02 \%$.

Of further interest is the fact that the presence of significant amounts of Na$_2$O in the slag improves both the thermodynamics and kinetics of slagging phosphorus and sulfur from cast iron.

The slag proposed, Figure 2, could either be used in applications currently scheduled for LD slag, or it could be recycled in cases when the supply of waste materials from manganese extraction is not steady [7, 8].
Moreover, the alternatives to the use of manganese and iron metal from the slag can be varied by combining hydrometallurgical treatment with operations of a pyrometallurgical character. What needs to be clear is that the product from the converter will have a high MnO content as well as a high content of the compounds needed for low temperature eutectic reactions, which will result in a substantial decrease in slag formation time (it is thought that BOF-LD induction times could be reduced by up to 50%), which is at the heart of the concept of „preformed synthetic slag”.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is to propose a new BOF-LD slag process and a joint treatment of converter dust and raw materials that make up slag, so that the following objectives can be achieved: a) Ensure that the level of manganese in molten metal obtained in the BOF-LD is at least 1.0% Mn. b) Reduce „the induction period” characteristic of the BOF-LD thermal refining process by two minutes through the concept of preheated „preformed synthetic slag”.
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